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Maryam Rajavi's Platform 

for Future Iran

1. In our view, the ballot box is the only criterion for legitimacy. Accordingly, we seek a 
republic based on universal suffrage.

2. We want a pluralist system, freedom of parties and assembly. We respect all individual 
freedoms. We underscore complete freedom of expression and of the media and 
unconditional access by all to the internet. 

3. We support and are committed to the abolition of death penalty.

4. We are committed to the separation of Church and State. Any form of discrimination 
against the followers of any religion and denomination will be prohibited.

5. We believe in complete gender equality in political, social and economic arenas. 
We are also committed to equal participation of women in political leadership. Any 
form of discrimination against women will be abolished. They will enjoy the right 
to freely choose their clothing. They are free in marriage, divorce, education and 
employment. 

6. We believe in the rule of law and justice. We want to set up a modern legal system 
based on the principles of presumption of innocence, the right to defense, effective 
judicial protection and the right to be tried in a public court. We also seek the total 
independence of judges. The mullahs’ Sharia law will be abolished. 

7. We are committed to the Universal Declaration of Humans Rights, and international 
covenants and conventions, including the International Covenant on Civil and Political 
Rights, the Convention against Torture, and the Convention on the Elimination of all Forms 
of Discrimination against Women. 

We are committed to the equality of all nationalities. We underscore the plan for the 
autonomy of Iranian Kurdistan, adopted by the National Council of Resistance of Iran. 
The language and culture of our compatriots from whatever nationality, are among our 
nation’s human resources and must spread and be promulgated in tomorrow’s Iran.

8. We recognize private property, private investment and the market economy. All Iranian 
people must enjoy equal opportunity in employment and in business ventures. We will 
protect and revitalize the environment. 

9. Our foreign policy will be based on peaceful coexistence, international and regional 
peace and cooperation, as well as respect for the United Nations charter. 

10. We want a non-nuclear Iran, free of weapons of mass destruction.

NCRI
 & Maryam 
          Rajavi

National Council of Resistance of 
Iran, a broad democratic coalition 
was founded in 1981 in Tehran by 
Massoud Rajavi, the leader of the 
Iranian Resistance.

The NCRI is an inclusive and 
pluralistic parliament-in-exile 
with more than 500 members, 
including representatives of ethnic 
and religious minorities such as 
the Kurds, Baluchis, Armenians, 
Jews and Zoroastrians, representing 
a broad spectrum of political 
tendencies in Iran. The NCRI aims 
to establish a secular democratic 
republic in Iran, based on the 
separation of religion and state. 
Women comprise over 50 % of 
the Council’s members. There are 
five organizations in the NCRI, 
including the People’s Mojahedin 
Organization of Iran (PMOI/
MEK), the largest and most 
popular resistance group in Iran

The NCRI recognizes “the right 
of women to elect and be elected 
in all elections, and the right 
to suffrage in all referendums,” 
“the right to employment and 
free selection of profession, and 
the right to hold any public, 
office or profession including the 
presidency or judgeship,” “the 
right to freely choose clothing 
and covering,” and “the right 
to use, without discrimination, 
all instructional, educational, 
athletic, and artistic resources; 
the right to participate in all 
athletic competitions and artistic 
activities.”

Maryam Rajavi was born 
in 1953 to a middle class 
family in Tehran. 

She has a degree in 
metallurgy from Sharif 
University of Technology in 
Tehran.

Maryam Rajavi began her 
activities during the anti-
shah movement in early 
1970s, as one of the leaders 
of the student movement 
while studying at the 
University. 

The Shah’s regime executed 
one of her sisters, Narges, 
and the Khomeini regime 
murdered another, 
Massoumeh, who died 
under torture in 1982 while 
eight months pregnant.

After the 1979 Revolution, 
she became a leading figure 
in the Social Section of the 
PMOI. At the time, the 
PMOI quickly emerged as 
the principal opposition 
movement to the clerical 
regime. 

In 1980, Maryam Rajavi 
was among candidates for 
the parliamentary elections 
in Tehran and received more 
than a quarter million votes, 
despite widespread vote 
fraud by the government. 
In 1982, she left Iran for 
France. 

In August 1993, the NCRI, 
the Iranian Resistance's 
parliament, elected Maryam 
Rajavi as Iran's future 
president for the transitional 
period following the 
mullahs' overthrow. 

PARLIAMENT 
IN EXILE

NCRI’S PLATFORM
 ON WOMEN
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150 years of struggle for freedom
Iranian women have had significant roles in Iran’s freedom 
movement for over 150 years including, the constitutional 
revolution (1906), the Oil Nationalization Movement of Dr. 
Mossadeq (1953) and in the anti-monarchic revolution (1979). 
They have been the vanguards in the fight against Islamic 
fundamentalism. Throughout the last 35 years, 
120,000 people from the main Iranian opposition 
movement were executed by the Iranian regime, 
30% of them were women. Khomeini issued an 
official decree stating that women and girls  
were to be raped before execution.

She was executed 
at the age of 
13. She is one 
example of 
students killed 
by the regime. 7 
other members 
of her family 
including her 
father, mother, 
brothers, sister 
and relatives were 
executed.

She was a 
member of 
the National 
Volleyball team 
and was executed 
in Tehran at the 
age of 31.

She is the symbol 
of the massacre of 
political prisoners 
in 1998 and was 
executed only for 
being the sister of 
Massoud Rajavi. One 
of Khomeini’s most 
notorious crimes 
against humanity was 
the massacre of 30,000 
political prisoners in 
the summer of 1988. 

Soraya was executed 
in Tabriz at the age 
of 20 on September 
27, 1981. She 
was a university 
student opposing 
the Iranian regime. 
Her resistance 
under torture was 
legendary.

She was known as 
Mother Kabiri. She was a 
political prisoner in both 
the Shah and Khomeini’s 
dictatorships. She was a 
parliamentary candidate 
running for elections 
and was later arrested, 
tortured and executed 
at 50 for supporting the 
PMOI. Her son was also 
executed by the regime.

Fatemeh Mesbah

Forouzan Abdi

Monireh Rajavi

Soraya Abulfat’hi

Massoumeh Shadmani 
Executed at age of 13

True national champion

Symbol of massacred 
prisoners

Pregnant upon execution

Excecuted at 50

 In the future Iran, all personal 
freedoms concerning women have to 
be recognized, including the freedom 
to choose one’s clothing, freedom of 
opinion, religion, employment and 
travel.

Misogynous civil laws under the mullahs’ rule

A r t i c l e  1 1 0 5 :  W i t h i n  t h e 
h o u s e h o l d ,  t h e  h u s b a n d  i s 
e n t r u s t e d  w i t h  t h e  t a s k  o f 
h e a d i n g  t h e  f a m i l y.

A r t i c l e  1 1 1 7 :  T h e  h u s b a n d  h a s 
t h e  r i g h t  t o  p r e v e n t  h i s  w i fe  f r o m 
e n ga g i n g  i n  a  p r o fe s s i o n  w h i c h 
g o e s  a ga i n s t  t h e  i n t e r e s t  o f  t h e 
fa m i l y  o r  t h e  m a n ’s  o r  w o m a n ’s 
p r i d e .

Women united

Maryam Rajavi’s view on women

Women standing for their rights

A r t i c l e  1 1 3 3 :  T h e  m a n  ca n 
d i vo rc e  h i s  w i fe  a ny  t i m e  h e 
s o  c h o o s e s .

A r t i c l e  1 1 1 4 :  A  w i fe  m u st  l i ve 
i n  a  h o m e ,  w h i c h  h e r  h u s b a n d 
c h o o s e s ,  u n l e s s  s h e  i s  g i ve n  t h e 
r i g ht  to  c h o o s e  t h e  l o cat i o n  o f  h e r 
re s i d e n c e .

       We believe in complete gender 
equality in social, political, cultural 
and economic arenas. Women must 
have equal participation in the society’s 
political leadership.
       Civil laws will be drafted based on 
international conventions about the rights 
and freedoms of women, specifically 
the CEDAW and the declaration on the 
elimination of violence against women.

She was a 20-year 
PMOI veteran and 
a member of its 
Leadership Council. 
She was murdered 
in Istanbul, Turkey in 
1996 by diplomats 
terrorists of the 
Iranian regime. Her 
sister and husband 
were executed by 
the regime in the 
1980s.

Zahra Rajabi

Murdered while helping refugees

Heroine of resistance

She was a vanguard 
for her activities 
against both regimes 
and was the last 
female prisoner 
to be released by 
the Shah. She later 
played a major role 
in the education and 
organization of young 
girls. She was killed 
in an attack by the 
Iranian regime in 1982.

Ashraf  Rajavi



Od coendes fue cotam feseris sensult ordium ac fac tum ares 
sicatimum. Catius aut imanum sil hocrem omnihil viri con 
susquam ia comnequam ne me consimmorum a ne cem si-
milicae tam hoc, nem ia inimorum peristaricae te perei pul-
erte morbitu struntim anducto ublium detre atienata virmihi 
linterit L. moverum eliam hostrum simis. C. Vivena nonde iaet? 
Mulostimanu quid cus abus in vis. At actabuntrem effrem dii 
et restame ntelus aperum aus o ut inatque con ne acit. morum 
in vilnequituit inclaridit, quem siliis sed furetru multoraeque 
conditam octus conscre demorum auctarium ex sermandin-
ici perfica uconvol uterionteri fatodi cotimuscre, aus nosul-
tilium inguliam opopte, C. Ublium tantili buntil horissente 
facepotia? Bempoenit L. At peritio ublium ina, quem furbis 
iliam enatum ut re factus; ipsedem Palis. Locum tui in dicupic 

aequemus hoccis etra vitilia ccienam, 
more, te, nosum se autuam per adhum 
dem, morunu ver quem diesCid consules! 
Ed co is, nunumur, contidefec vessi sentrox 
imilissili pro tam maio egerum publiissi pa-
tum, abendius con nes furs cit.Sim obus, sica 
occhuct usatum, ut nicaet? Ox nem, nonloctus, 
cae quasdam ilicia in telabem inum ad ca Serni-
hi licules spiorte mpopticae a rei spio, unum hoc-
chuius vestra videm, qua miliam andis conum mena 
disquam, vit non rebem, des noxime dendacio virtus, 
dentia ina, Palince recurnum tam et, Catris Maet iaesten 
diocur locam. Senatimis, Catis. Ximperf econsul.

In the struggle against a misogynist regime, nothing is more powerful than 
the women’s leadership in the opposition and their efforts for regime change. 
Women’s leadership and gender equality pose the most formidable existential 
challenge to the clerical rule. 

The existence of an organized opposition with strong roots in Iranian society and 
a public platform for gender equality, separation of religion and state, recognition 
of all international conventions on human rights and civil rights provide the right 
vehicles for change in Iran. This is what the Iranian regime fears most. It is for this 
reason that the regime’s prime objective right from the beginning has been to 
crackdown on any and all demands for basic rights. To this end the regime has 
executed 120,000 people for political reason, mostly because of their affiliation 
with the democratic opposition the People’s Mojahedin Organization of Iran 
(PMOI/MEK). Some 30% of those executed were women, including thousands of 
women in the 1988 massacre of 30,000 political prisoners. 

The Iranian women have nonetheless continued their struggle for freedom and 
democracy. For example, over the past few years they played a leading role in 
camps Ashraf and Liberty in Iraq, seats of members of the Iranian opposition. 

Since 2009, Camp Ashraf and then Liberty became targets of deadly attacks by 
Iraq’s security forces and agents of the Iranian regime, during which 141 were 

killed and at least 1375 wounded. In addition, 
during the September 2013 attack six women and 
one man were taken hostage by the assailants. 

Both camps Ashraf and Liberty were under a barbaric 
siege for eight years where delivery of food, fuel and 
medicine had been hampered and visits by family 
members, human rights organizations, residents’ lawyers, 
and independent journalists were prohibited. Due to lack of 
timely access to medical care 27 opposition members died. 

The consequent absence of security for the camp’s residents was 
a vital and immediate threat, demanding an urgent solution. The 
four-and-a-half-year-long process of relocating members of the 
People’s Mojahedin Organization of Iran (PMOI or MEK) to countries of 
safety was successfully completed on September 9, 2016 when the last 
280 Camp Liberty residents left Iraq for Albania. 

The achievement was not without cost. The residents were denied the right 
to sell their assets, worth over 500 million dollars, and were not even allowed 
to transfer their personal belongings. Therefore, they had to start in Albania 
from scratch. In addition, they had to meet the costs of resettlement themselves.

Od coendes fue cotam feseris sensult ordium ac fac tum 
ares sicatimum. Catius aut imanum sil hocrem omnihil 

viri con susquam ia comnequam ne me consimmorum 
a ne cem similicae tam hoc, nem ia inimorum peris-

taricae te perei pulerte morbitu struntim anducto 
ublium detre atienata virmihi linterit L. moverum 

eliam hostrum simis. C. Vivena nonde iaet? Mu-
lostimanu quid cus abus in vis. At actabuntrem 

effrem dii et restame ntelus aperum aus o 
ut inatque con ne acit. morum in vilneq-

uituit inclaridit, quem siliis sed furetru 
multoraeque conditam octus conscre 

demorum auctarium ex sermandinici 
perfica uconvol uterionteri fatodi 

cotimuscre, aus nosultilium in-

The Iranian regime had devoted huge resources to annihilate all member of the 
MeK/PMOI or to force them to surrender. But, their steadfastness accompanied 

by international support led to the resettlement of all residents of Liberty 
to European countries, marking a huge victory for the movement and its 

supporters. 

The threat of Islamic fundamentalism to women and in the larger 
context to global peace and security is of great importance. The Iranian 

women’s role in the fight for democracy against the fundamentalist 
regime ruling Iran has therefore emerged as an effective answer 

to this ominous phenomenon. 

Women lead and make up one third of the members of the 
sole organized Iranian opposition, the People’s Mojahedin 

Organisation of Iran (MeK/PMOI). Many of them have 
spent several years in the Iranian regime’s prisons and 

suffered the most severe tortures and mistreatment 
but have continued their struggle and have never 

surrendered their dream of freedom for Iran. 
They are mostly well-educated. Many have 



killed and at least 1375 wounded. In addition, 
during the September 2013 attack six women and 
one man were taken hostage by the assailants. 

Both camps Ashraf and Liberty were under a barbaric 
siege for eight years where delivery of food, fuel and 
medicine had been hampered and visits by family 
members, human rights organizations, residents’ lawyers, 
and independent journalists were prohibited. Due to lack of 
timely access to medical care 27 opposition members died. 

The consequent absence of security for the camp’s residents was 
a vital and immediate threat, demanding an urgent solution. The 
four-and-a-half-year-long process of relocating members of the 
People’s Mojahedin Organization of Iran (PMOI or MEK) to countries of 
safety was successfully completed on September 9, 2016 when the last 
280 Camp Liberty residents left Iraq for Albania. 

The achievement was not without cost. The residents were denied the right 
to sell their assets, worth over 500 million dollars, and were not even allowed 
to transfer their personal belongings. Therefore, they had to start in Albania 
from scratch. In addition, they had to meet the costs of resettlement themselves.

Od coendes fue cotam feseris sensult ordium ac fac tum 
ares sicatimum. Catius aut imanum sil hocrem omnihil 

viri con susquam ia comnequam ne me consimmorum 
a ne cem similicae tam hoc, nem ia inimorum peris-

taricae te perei pulerte morbitu struntim anducto 
ublium detre atienata virmihi linterit L. moverum 

eliam hostrum simis. C. Vivena nonde iaet? Mu-
lostimanu quid cus abus in vis. At actabuntrem 

effrem dii et restame ntelus aperum aus o 
ut inatque con ne acit. morum in vilneq-

uituit inclaridit, quem siliis sed furetru 
multoraeque conditam octus conscre 

demorum auctarium ex sermandinici 
perfica uconvol uterionteri fatodi 

cotimuscre, aus nosultilium in-

guliam opopte, C. Ublium tantili buntil horissente facepotia? 
Bempoenit L. At peritio ublium ina, quem furbis iliam ena-
tum ut re factus; ipsedem Palis. Locum tui in dicupic aeque-
mus hoccis etra vitilia ccienam, more, te, nosum se autuam 
per adhum dem, morunu ver quem diesCid consules! Ed co 
is, nunumur, contidefec vessi sentrox imilissili pro tam maio 
egerum publiissi patum, abendius con nes furs cit.Sim obus, 
sica occhuct usatum, ut nicaet? Ox nem, nonloctus, cae 
quasdam ilicia in telabem inum ad ca Sernihi licules spiorte 
mpopticae a rei spio, unum hocchuius vestra videm, qua mil-
iam andis conum mena disquam, vit non rebem, des noxime 
dendacio virtus, dentia ina, Palince recurnum tam et, Catris 
Maet iaesten diocur locam. Senatimis, Catis. Ximperf econsul 
icerfer popopublin Itant, cultum.

The Iranian regime had devoted huge resources to annihilate all member of the 
MeK/PMOI or to force them to surrender. But, their steadfastness accompanied 

by international support led to the resettlement of all residents of Liberty 
to European countries, marking a huge victory for the movement and its 

supporters. 

The threat of Islamic fundamentalism to women and in the larger 
context to global peace and security is of great importance. The Iranian 

women’s role in the fight for democracy against the fundamentalist 
regime ruling Iran has therefore emerged as an effective answer 

to this ominous phenomenon. 

Women lead and make up one third of the members of the 
sole organized Iranian opposition, the People’s Mojahedin 

Organisation of Iran (MeK/PMOI). Many of them have 
spent several years in the Iranian regime’s prisons and 

suffered the most severe tortures and mistreatment 
but have continued their struggle and have never 

surrendered their dream of freedom for Iran. 
They are mostly well-educated. Many have 

lived abroad for years, nevertheless, they are eager to see democratic change in Iran 
where freedom and democracy would flourish. 

The PMOI/MeK rejects all factions within the Iranian regime, including those 
pretending as moderates, as they all aim to preserve the constitution of the Islamic 
Republic and the absolute rule of the clergy.

The PMOI/MeK women are devout Muslims, but they support a secular system of 
government and separation of religion and state. They support freedom of choice 
for women in all aspects of their life including their attire. They advocate women’s 
participation in the political arena and equal participation in political leadership. 

Therefore, the women of Iran look to Mrs. Maryam Rajavi and the 1000 women 
of the Iranian Resistance, members of the PMOI Central Council, as their source 
of inspiration rather than those who work within the system under the illusion of 
bringing change from within the regime. 

The Iranian Resistance’s women are a source of inspiration for Iran’s courageous 
women who are the force for change and the ones to overthrow the ruling 
misogynist and fundamentalist regime.
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Prisons

Intimidation

Arbitrary arrests

Executions

Restrictions

Dress-code

In prisons and detention centres, women 
suffer frequent abuse, torture and execution 
while incarcerated. The regime had set up 
special units for female political prisoners, 
particularly in Qezel Hesar prison and those 
who coincidently came out alive, never speak 
about what horrors they had been subjected 
to. They also suffer further violence as the 
wives, daughters or relatives of prisoners.  
Hygiene is at its lowest level and prison 
conditions are unbearable.

Humiliating and insulting the arrestees, 
especially the young and women is common 
in the every-day life. Women, because they 
are women under the misogynist mullahs’ 
rule are often harassed and threatened for 
what they wear, what they say, what they 
want to study and how they live their lives. 
Rape is the most common way to threaten 
women. Recently, a wave of acid attacks 
were carried out against women under the 
pretext of improper veiling.

The arbitrary arrest of 
prisoners and their conditional 
release on heavy bail is one of 
the methods used by the regime 
to impose pressure on female 
prisoners and their families. 
Female suppressive agents are 
also used to arrest women. 

More than 643 prisoners have been 
executed in Iran in 2016 to date, 
up to 12 of them women. During 
Rouhani’s tenure since August 
2013 at least 2750 executions have 
been reported including at least 73 
women. However many executions 
carried out inside prisons go 
unreported. These represent only a 
tiny proportion of crimes committed 
by the mullahs against their own 
population in 2016. The head of the 
regime’s judiciary system banded 
reports by international bodies on 
the worsening state of human rights 
in Iran as ‘fabricated and prejudiced’ 
and said: “Opposing the death 
sentence is opposing Islam’s orders.”

In sport, women also suffer 
severe restrictions on what they 
can wear, with the Islamic dress 
code working as a barrier to free 
movement and preventing women 
from engaging in many sports. 
Women are also barred from 
stadiums to watch matches.
The right of equal education for 
women is recognized in most of 
the countries around the world 
but under regime, discrimination 
against women is a policy priority. 
As the result of such policy many 
universities either refrained from 
accepting any female students or 
just offered subjects that by the 
mullahs’ rule, women are deprived 
of studying them.

Imposing pressure against women 
which has become institutionalized 
in various arenas. Suppressive 
patrols, using the mullahs’ 
fabricated excuse of ‘mal-veiling’ 
harasses women especially during 
the summer. In order to broaden the 
suppression of women, the clerical 
regime presented its ‘national plan 
for veiling in schools’ for children 
and girl students. 

Suppression 

of women 

under the 

mullahs’ 

rule
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1000 women  of  the 
Resistance

Protests

Bonding with the 
Resistance

In the frontline

Universities

Reyhaneh Jabbari

Today the struggle of Iranian women is alive 
in the Iranian Resistance movement.  1000 
brave women of the resistance are a source 
of hope and motivation for millions in Iran. 
They have created a movement without 
borders based on a new level of human 
solidarity and have risen to defend the 
resistance. 

Despite an atmosphere of repression, women 
and young girls have played an important and 
significant role in organizing uprisings and 
protests in universities or local areas. Among 
these groups are the Mourning Mothers of 
martyrs who use every opportunity to be 
the voice of their fallen children. Women are 
always in the front line of all protests and 
fearlessly stand against the regime.

Women in the frontline of the 
Iranian Resistance who play an 
important role in the leadership of 
the widespread movement against 
fundamentalism are a source of 
inspiration for Iranian women 
who play an important role in all 
uprisings and protests.

As the world witnessed the 
Iranian people’s desire to change 
the regime and as they came to 
the streets in 2009, women were 
at the forefront of the movement. 
They use every occasion to protest 
against the fascist and misogynist 
regime and gather to break the 
silence which has prevented them 
from living in democracy and 
freedom for over 37 years. The 
courageous women stand side-by-
side the freedom loving Iranian 
men and denounce the regime all 
together.

Although freedom of expression 
does not exist in universities in 
Iran and those in universities 
endure an ongoing atmosphere of 
oppression but students use every 
opportunity to defy the Iranian 
regime’s policies and transform 
the university into a place of 
protest. Their common slogan is: 
“This is a university, a place to 
learn not a military base.” 
60% of university students are 
women, however, 70 fields are 
banned for women.

Reyhaneh Jabbari was a 26-year-
old decorator who was hanged 
after spending seven years in 
the Iranian regime’s prison. She 
had defended herself to rape by 
an agent of the Iranian regime’s 
Intelligence Ministry. Despite 
international calls to stop the 
execution, she was executed on 
October 25, 2014.

Iranian 
women   
resisting



Excerpts of speeches by Mrs. Maryam Rajavi at conferences commemorating 
international women’s day:

The responsibility to bring about change lies with women. 
Women are the messengers of hope. We firmly believe in a future 
where women are free to lead and contribute to their societies 
and will be the source to ratify misogyny and it is here that we 
must build an international from against fundamentalism.

“

”

An unprecedented convention with the 
participation of over 300 Iranian associations 
from North America, Europe and Australia 
was held in Paris on February 28, 2014. Over 
40 women’s associations were present at the 
Iranian Convention. (Logos of some are found at the 
bottom of pages 2-5)

“I tell my sisters throughout Iran that the goal is not only to liberate women, but the whole society of the scourge of fundamentalism. I 
call on women to reach a broad united front against fundamentalism. This unjust world must change and responsibility for change rests 
on shoulders of women. If we want to resist religious tyranny, we must fight against patriarchy and fundamentalism, that is the gender 
ideology”

“Indeed, the ideal of equality is alive, but not just because of depravations, humiliations and oppression. Because a generation of women 
has arisen to overthrow dictatorships in Tunisia, Libya, Egypt, Yemen, Ukraine, Syria and Iraq; women who are intent on toppling the 
religious dictatorship ruling Iran. Indeed, rest assured that ultimately, these oppressed women will overthrow the ruling theocracy in Iran.”

“The active and responsible presence of women in all levels of the resistance turned the movement into an effective political force which 
can turn the international balance of power in favour of the Iranian people. As the struggle to attain freedom and democracy becomes more 
difficult and the face-off with religious fundamentalism becomes more profound, gender equality and women’s participation, particularly 
their leadership role, in the struggle becomes more indispensable.”

“The path to a peaceful and democratic Middle East, where women and youths could play their rightful role, inevitably passes through regime 
change in Iran. Without this change, democracy and stability would be impossible in this region as the regime would mislead the course of 
developments. Our option is one which would benefit the entire region: democratic change by the Iranian people and Resistance. Our message 
to our sisters and brothers in all risen nations in the region is “Beware of the fundamentalist mullahs, the murderers of Iran’s women and youth.” 

“Helping Iranian women supports the movement for freedom and greatly contributes to the resistance against Islamic fundamentalism, 
the most serious threat to equality movement. Existence of an organized resistance with deep roots in Iranian society. The movement’s 
commitment to gender equality and its historic initiative in accepting women’s leadership constitute a progressive leap in the context of 
equality in the Iranian society.”

“Without women in leadership, the fight for freedom will not advance. The PMOI is committed to following an Islam, which rejects 
discrimination on the basis of gender, and as the Quran has explicitly said, considers the liberation of human beings as the highest and 
most significant principle.”

2013

2014

2012

2011

2010

2008

 Commemorating
Women’s day

    www.women.ncr-iran.org      Twitter:  @womenncri     Facebook:  NCRI Women’s Committee    

2015
“It is the voice of women and their unity that can create a world based on justice, freedom and equality. A moment in history is looming 
when despite darkness and despair, the world will be rise of the nightmare of fundamentalism, and the nations of the Middle East will be 
saved from this evil spell.”

2016
“With women’s active and equal participation in political leadership, we will turn this 
century into the era of women’s emancipation”


